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New Glasgow, Nova Scotia
Susan Malcolm and her husband Marty admired
their dream home from afar for years, a 100-yearold historic home in New Glasgow, Nova Scotia.
Unsurprisingly, when the home was finally listed for
sale, they jumped at the chance to make it their own.
“The moment we walked into the house, my mom
turned to us and said, ‘I think you just found your house,
“I guess our look just said it all,” Susan exclaimed.
True to the 1900s, the home’s original siding featured
wood clapboard on the bottom half of the home and
wood shingles on the top half. But after years of wear
and tear, harsh winters and expensive painting jobs
that—despite quality work—still showed scrapes,
Susan and Marty decided to completely replace the
siding of their home.
The most important factor? Preserving the home’s
historic charm. “We didn’t want to lose the character
of our 100-year-old home,” Susan explained.
It was also important to Susan and her husband to
find a low-maintenance product that allowed them
to spend more time enjoying their children and
grandchildren and less time worrying about painting,
repainting, caulking, mold and deterioration.
Speaking with their contractor, Mitch McKenzie, about
their siding requirements for maintaining the historic
character of the home while also providing long-term
low maintenance, McKenzie recommended Celect®
Cellular Composite Siding by Royal®.
“Mitch suggested Celect because of its rich wood
appearance, durability and the Gravity Lock™ design
that would prevent buckling and warping over time,”
Susan said. “The 25-year warranty gave us extra
confidence in our selection as well.”
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Pleased with Celect’s size and color options, Susan
and Marty chose the 4" Clapboard in Grove because
it most closely adhered to the time period in which
the home was built. “Grove’s deep blue hue beautifully
complemented the brown roof we also recently
replaced,” Susan explained further. And in the almost
two years since Celect was put on the home, the
siding “looks as fresh as the day it was done,” thanks
to Celect’s Kynar Aquatec® coating that withstands
all weather conditions and climates. “We still love the
crispness of our home’s colors!”
The installation process was seamless, a happy
surprise to Susan and Marty considering their home’s
age. “With an older house you just never know what’s
going to happen.”
“Living on a high-traffic street, I can’t tell you how many
positive remarks we get about our home. We have
recommended Celect to many family and friends.”
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